Standard Motor Products, Inc.
Independence, Kansas

Attention: TRAFFIC MANAGER/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Subject: “PREFERRED CARRIER” for Standard Motor Products, Independence.

Standard Motor Products is partnered with a 3PL provider, Transportation Insight,
for routings on all of the SMP responsible LTL shipments.
They have made available a web site to access the routing for the shipments. We
need your assistance in processing shipments to SMP that
Standard is responsible for by using this site.
For all routings, please access this web site, www.routeshipment.com/r2000/ and
put in the few data fields required and select route. The results
will be the least cost carriers in order lowest to highest. You need to select the
least cost carrier shown for your shipment and ship to Standard on
a collect basis.
Please use this process for all Standard responsible shipments. Attached is a copy
of the website input screen and the results of a carrier request.
Use third party billing below
Transportation Insight
P.O. Box 23000
Hickory, NC 28603
We will no longer accept freight added to an invoice. Any deviations from this routing
guide can result in a deduction of all freight charges plus a $50.00 administrative fee.
Exceptions to this require written approval from the purchasing representative prior to the
shipment being made.
Thank you for your immediate attention.
Sincerely,
Materials Manager
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INBOUND TO SMP ROUTING INSTRUCTIONS
Dear Vendor,

Transportation Insights has provided two areas for the vendors to access to determine the carrier for all inbound LTL
shipments to a SMP facility.

1- TMS Carrier Inquiry Portal - You have to have a USER ID and Password to access and this process is through
a portal specific to SMP and accesses the Transportation Management System (TMS). If you have been
contacted and set up this is the method you should use.

2- Insight Compliance - You can access a rating tool via the WEB that will show you the least cost carrier hence
the carrier of choice for SMP for you to use. You DO NOT need any credentials to use this tool.
Its called Insight Compliance at - www.routeshipment.com/r2000/

If you would please use the appropriate tool whenever you have an LTL shipment that moves to SMP on a collect
basis.

See the following document for an explanation on the two methods and the data elements needed.

